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Cube Ice Machine

Discover a brighter
ice-making technology.

®
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Introducing the world’s smartest cuber.
As the only self-monitoring ice machine with front-located AutoAlert™
external indicator lights, the new Scotsman Prodigy® Cuber constantly
communicates information about its operating status and signals
when it’s time to perform normal maintenance or to call for service
BEFORE it’s an emergency. That makes upkeep practically foolproof.
And when you consider its wide range of other performance
features, there’s simply no smarter, more reliable way to create freshtasting ice.

Bright reasons to try the Prodigy®
Cost-Saving Efficiency

Quiet and Aesthetic

With more than 50 ENERGY STAR®
rated models available, there is no
smarter choice in ice making than
Prodigy. Prodigy uses significantly less
energy and water than traditional ice machines,
making them among the first cubers to exceed both
the 2008 California Energy Commission and 2010
Federal energy efficiency regulations by up to 22%*.

With a unique fan blade design, and quieter compressors Prodigy® Cubers reduce the noise of ice
making versus competing models. All external
panel components are crafted for superior fit and
finish and aesthetic appeal.

Self-Monitoring Technology

Prodigy’s AutoAlert™ external indicator lights
continually communicate the machine’s current
status for complete confidence in its ice making
capability. The ability to immediately alert staff
of key operational issues is a valuable tool to
maintaining high levels of ice production.
Extended Clean Time

The patented WaterSense adaptive purge control
reduces scale buildup by detecting and purging
particulate-laden water with every freeze cycle for
a longer time between cleanings and maximum
reliability.

Communicates
operational information

Easy-Access Servicing

Front and side panels can be easily removed allowing clear access to internal components. Inside, a
diagnostic code display helps technicians determine
issues quickly and accurately for a right fix the
first time.
Built-in Antimicrobial Protection

All Prodigy Cubers are protected with Scotsman
AquaArmor™ which utilizes AgION,®† a silver-based
antimicrobial compound molded directly into
key ice machine components. Match this with
Scotsman’s other sanitation products to further
defend your ice machine against undesirable
microbes, bacteria, mold and algae.

With patented WaterSense,
machine stays cleaner longer

Smart Options
Vari-Smart ™ Ice Level Control

Uses field proven ultrasonic technology to maintain
the selected ice level, with the unique ability to
program ice levels for up to 7 days. That means
customers get the ice they want, while operators
save water and electricity.

Prodigy Smart-Board ™ Advanced
Feature Board

This optional advanced feature board provides
you with data that can be displayed on-screen or
transmitted remotely for early and fast diagnosis
of operational issues.

Alerts staff to key
operational issues

Scotsman. The Smart Choice in Ice Machines.

As the world’s largest manufacturer of
ice systems with over 300 models of ice machines, bins, and dispensers, Scotsman is dedicated
to developing the next-generation technologies that make ice production more convenient,
efficient, and reliable. For information on our complete line of smart products,
call 1-800-SCOTSMAN (1-800-726-8762) or visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
* Tested under ARI standards 810-95. †AgION® is a trademark of AgION Technologies and is registered with the EPA.
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